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This paper focuses on a subsidiary company of a group in military industry, 
named “ZHZD”, researching basic theory of compensation. Researched and analyzed, 
the author put forward that there are some problems and shortages in compensation 
system of ZHZD. The compensation system of ZHZD is re-designed in scientific 
technology and method. Firstly, the principles, policies and goals of the compensation 
system’s redesign are defined in the paper. Secondly, all position in ZHZD are 
analyzed and evaluated to establish board band salary system. Finally, original 
compensation system is reformed and adjusted on the aspects of basic salary, merit 
raise and benefit premium, which will establish a proper compensation system to 
support and promote development strategy of ZHZD. 
This paper covers compensation investigation, researching, design and 
implementation of compensation system, which expects to use for reference on 
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